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Ilkay Altintas, deputy coordinator for research and director of SDSC’s Scientific
Workflow Automation Technologies Laboratory, was recently named SDSC’s first
‘Pi Person of the Year.’ Named after the π
symbol, the award recognizes researchers
who as collaborators and innovators in
applied research and development have
one ‘leg’ in one or more science domains,
and the other in cyberinfrastructure
technologies. Altintas makes sure those

researchers can focus their resources on
their science rather than solving workflow issues or other computational problems. She has been exploring scientific
workflows for more than a decade, and
is one of the founders of the Kepler collaboration, a project that provides researchers the means to access, arrange,
and share data and workflows via a common interface.
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Welcome
Welcome to the inaugural issue of SDSC Innovators! As the title of this new
e-newsletter suggests, the focus here is not only on innovation, but on the people
here at SDSC who make that innovation a reality. This “people first” approach is also
driving the look and content of SDSC’s completely redesigned website to debut later
this year.
In this issue you’ll read about SDSC innovators who are being recognized at the
highest level of this country’s science policies and initiatives for their novel ideas.
Their projects help shape advanced computation, benefit San Diego and surrounding
communities, and create a template for other cities to follow. We also shine a
spotlight on SDSC’s researchers, staffers, and students, all of whom share a common
desire to help further scientific discovery.
For almost 30 years SDSC helped blaze the trail in high-performance computing, but
today scientific research has entered what is called the “fourth paradigm”: dataenabled discovery. That data comes in many forms and from all parts of the globe
—academic and government institutions, commercial enterprise, even observational
tools such as satellites and deep-sea sensors. It is streaming in at ever-increasing
rates, creating a formidable challenge for researchers to not only extract meaningful
value from this information, but to manage, organize, and store massive amounts of
information. The age of ‘big data’ is upon us, and that means millions upon millions of
smaller data sets as well as massive data sets that were simply not possible previously.
In short, SDSC is identifying and embracing new opportunities created by the
emergence of data-enabled science. Our mission to be at the forefront of big data
is not only progress-driven, but based on anticipating researchers’ needs and then
developing resources that allow them to focus on their domains without having to
become computational experts. That takes creative thinking, which in turn often starts
with disrupting conventional theories or approaches.
That’s what leads to innovation, especially across the scientific and engineering
communities. As you’ll see in this newsletter and subsequent issues, when it comes to
innovation, SDSC has a lot to talk about!

Michael L. Norman
SDSC Director
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Meet Ange Mason

SDSC Education Program Manager

Innovation Highlight:
Launching StudentTECH

Ange Mason joined SDSC in 1985, the same year the Center began operations as a
national supercomputer center after General Atomics won a National Science Foundation
award in collaboration with UC San Diego. In 2000, Mason started a TeacherTECH program
at SDSC to help teachers from area middle and high schools learn how to teach computer
science. Mason realized the need for an additional program to help more students
become interested in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) so in 2006 she
launched StudentTECH. Mason, who received a degree in psychology at UC San Diego,
talks about the success of these and other innovative education programs.
How did you become interested in STEM programs and curriculum planning?
Mason: It really began when a colleague of mine here at SDSC started working with
the Girl Scouts to get these young girls interested in science. I had been working in a
variety of executive assistant positions and was asked to help with some curriculum
planning. It was a trial-and-error process at first, but I liked the idea of being involved
in helping students become more interested in computer science.

Ange Mason, SDSC Education Program Manager

Similar TeacherTECH programs were in place at other universities, but today
SDSC also has a very active StudentTECH program. How did that come about?
Mason: I came up with the idea of a StudentTECH program because to me, it was a
natural extension of TeacherTECH, and could be another way to get younger students
interested in computer science as a field of study during college and potentially lead
to a rewarding career. So in 2006 I launched StudentTECH, with one workshop and 14
students. Well, word gets around, I guess! Today we hold 15 to 17 workshops each year,
and have 300 to 350 students participate.
To what do you attribute such a strong increase?
Mason: I think some of the success is because we’re now really in the digital information age. Children are much more exposed to digital devices than ever before, and
are not only eager to learn how to use them, but they want to create new programs
or applications. Another key to success is that we structure our workshops in fun and
engaging ways, such as writing game codes or working on visualization techniques or
other computer-based programs. That keeps them engaged and coming back!
Tell us about some other SDSC education programs.
Mason: Our Research Experience for High School Students, or REHS, is now in its fifth
year, and getting underway this month. Students are paired with SDSC researchers to
gain experience in various areas of computational expertise during an eight-week program. REHS has grown from about 75 student applications in the first year, to about 225.
GirlTECH is meant to create opportunities for young women with an interest in computing,
and to be empowered by that interest. Unfortunately, the majority of U.S. high schools still
don’t offer computer science, when such courses are required in other countries.
So which one do you enjoy working on most?
Mason: I love them all, of course, but for me, the new GirlTECH program recalls the first
Girl Scout program that got me interested in education in the first place!

Learn more at
http://education.sdsc.edu
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Student Innovator

Teen Mentored by UC San Diego Professors
Wins $250,000 in Top Student Science Prizes
Eric Chen (right) holds a check for the $100,000 he won in scholarship money in the national Siemens Competition in Math, Science & Technology. Image: Siemens Foundation

A 17-year-senior at Canyon Crest Academy
in San Diego’s North County recently won
not one, but three top student-level science competitions in a project that combined supercomputer modeling with experimental research to speed the discovery
of influenza virus inhibitors.
In all, Eric Chen was awarded an astounding $250,000 in prize money by winning
the trifecta of science competitions: the
2014 Intel Science Talent Search; the national Siemens Competition in Math, Science & Technology; and the grand prize in
the international Google Science Fair.
Chen won the awards for a project that analyzed molecules that might block activity of
an enzyme that all flu viruses use to reproduce. He combined chemistry, biology, and
computer modeling to find compounds capable of blocking an enzyme called endonuclease, which the flu virus needs to spread.

Chen received his training in computational
biology at UC San Diego, where he used
resources at SDSC, including the center’s
Gordon supercomputer, to run molecular
dynamics computations as part of the
BioChemCoRe outreach program organized
by Rommie Amaro, an associate professor
of chemistry and biochemistry at UC San
Diego. She and Gen-Sheng Feng, a professor
of pathology in the UC San Diego School of
Medicine, mentored Chen.
“Eric is a great example of an ultramodern
scientist – one who is unafraid to combine
all sorts of methods, not only experimental, but also computational,” said Amaro.
“The computational models he developed
allowed him to virtually prune through
about half a million compounds, ultimately
enabling predictions that accelerated his
discovery, making his experimental bench
work much more efficient and effective.”

Eric Chen and UC San Diego Professor Rommie Amaro.
Image: Erik Jepsen UC San Diego Publications
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From a database of more than 450,000
compounds, Chen whittled down the list
to 237. Using the Ranger supercomputer
at the Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC), he identified candidates for six new
anti-flu drugs. UC San Diego has applied
for patents on those potential medications,
which could work during a flu outbreak
while new vaccines are developed.
“Eric won the high school equivalent of a
Nobel Prize and he’s normal and fun and
goofy – and also ridiculously brilliant,” said
Brian Shay, Chen’s math teacher at Canyon
Crest Academy. Eric said his friends have
teased him on his science-fair victories,
while others have stopped him in the school
halls and asked to shake his hand. “It’s very
humbling and awkward. I just want to inspire and motivate students to think about
pursuing careers in science.”

SDSC Innovators: Image
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(Above) Avian, terrestrial, and aquatic animal biotelemetry datasets and
their spatial domains and home range contours. Left: California condor
with a GPS biologger attached to its patagium. Center: A giant panda
telemetered with a GPS collar. Right: A dugong fitted with a tail-mounted
GPS biologger. Images courtesy of Amit Chourasia, SDSC.

SDSC Assists Researchers in
Novel Wildlife Tracking Project
SDSC software and visualization experts recently helped researchers from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), the San Diego
Zoo’s Institute for Conservation Research, and other institutions
to develop a novel methodology that for the first time combines
3D and advanced range estimator technologies to provide highly
detailed data on the range and movements of terrestrial, aquatic,
and avian wildlife species. The team tracked three highly iconic
but threatened species: California condors, giant pandas, and dugongs – a large marine animal somewhat similar to the manatee.

quent read-back,” said Chourasia, whose initial work focused on
the condor project. “We made changes to write the data into a
more compact format, which enabled swift output and ingestion.
A key goal for us was to allow the experts to visualize the data
directly to minimize data movement and replication when data
sizes grow.”
“We were able to speed up their software by several orders of
magnitude,” said Robert Sinkovits, SDSC’s director of the Scientific Applications Group, who also assisted in the project. “In this
case, calculations that had formerly taken four days to complete
were finished in less than half an hour.”

Amit Chourasia (left), a senior visualization
scientist at SDSC, has been working with the
team to visualize their data directly on the
Center’s Gordon supercomputer via remote
access. “The data output was being written
in a somewhat dated format, which is quite
expensive in terms of storage and subse-

The study, called ‘Movement-based Estimation and Visualization
of Space Use in 3D for Wildlife Ecology and Conservation’, was
published July 2 in the PLoS-ONE online science journal.
Read more at http://tinyurl.com/mcrttah
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Former SDSCer Susan Estrada
Inducted into the 2014 Internet
Hall of Fame

Innovation at SDSC
Recent Headlines

SDSC Booth Attracts “Long Tail” of Contestants
at Nation’s Top Supercomputing Show
SDSC’s display was one of the most popular spots to be at Supercomputing ‘13 (SC13) in Denver,
thanks to a project created by Rick Wagner, SDSC’s manager for HPC computing. Wagner and
his student team built a Linux cluster using 16 Raspberry Pi computers connected to a large
display wall. Called Meteor, the cluster was used for a friendly video game aptly named the
‘Long Tail Death Match’. Meteor was named to complement Comet, the new supercomputer to
be deployed by SDSC in 2015.
Wagner uses Meteor to teach children and adults the basics of parallel computing. “Similar to
the SC13 competition, we present Meteor in a fun, informal learning environment where participants can try their hands at gaming while learning about the benefits of parallel programming,”
he said.
Read more at http://tinyurl.com/nwg2lnt

SDSC Researchers Recognized at White
House Information Technology Event
Projects from two SDSC “centers of excellence”
– the Center for Large-scale Data Systems research (CLDS) and the Predictive Analytics
Center of Excellence (PACE) – were highlighted at a recent White House Office of Science
and Technology Policy meeting focused on accelerating research and collaborations in dataenabled science and engineering.
Chaitan Baru (above left), an SDSC Distinguished
Scientist and director of CLDS, was recognized
for coordinating a collaboration to develop
industry-standard benchmarks to evaluate
hardware and software systems for big data
applications. The BigData Top100 List is a new
community-based big data benchmarking initiative coordinated by a board of directors that

includes members from SDSC, Pivotal, Cisco,
Oracle, Intel, Brocade, Seagate, NetApp, Mellanox, Facebook, IBM, Google, and the University of Toronto.
Natasha Balac (above right), director of SDSC’s
Predictive Analytics Center of Excellence, was
recognized for a project she is coordinating
with Clean Tech San Diego and OSIsoft to develop a “sustainable communities” infrastructure for downtown San Diego.
Read more at http://tinyurl.com/nymnbgz

Susan Estrada, one
of SDSC’s earliest
staffers, has joined
the elite ranks of
notable individuals who have been
inducted into the
Internet Hall of Fame for their significant
contributions to the advancement of the
global Internet. Estrada, who worked at
SDSC from 1985 to 1993 as a data communications manager and executive director of CERFnet, was named a Pioneer,
a category that recognizes and celebrates
individuals who were instrumental in the
early design and development of the Internet. She is the third U.S. woman – and the
fourth in the world – to be included in this
prestigious category.
“I was lucky to be in the right place at the
right time,” Estrada said. “In 1985-86, I installed a really darn fast 56kbps wide area
network for SDSC and then installed the
first 1.5 mbps NSF connections between
the supercomputer centers, thanks to fellow inductee Dennis Jennings. Vendors told
me no one has that much data. The natural next step in 1987 was to create an ISP
called California Education and Research
Federation Network, or CERFnet.”
Estrada founded CERFnet in 1988 as one
of the original regional IP networks. As executive director, she received a $2.8 million
NSF award and successfully commercialized
the network for both the academic and
private sector users, growing from 25 sites
to hundreds of sites. CERFnet was notable
because Estrada was able to use a small
amount of resources to achieve early commercial acceptance of the Internet, leading
to the Interop Achievement Award in 1991.
Read more at http://tinyurl.com/pklxok4

[Continued from SDSC’s π Person of the Year, Ilkay Altintas, pg. 1]

What is a scientific workflow and Kepler in particular?

What do scientific workflows have to do with wildfires?

Altintas: A scientific workflow is a series of computational steps
that scientists use to generate results. That may involve accessing
multiple applications and databases, and processing the data using computationally intensive jobs on high-performance clusters.
Kepler is an open source, community-based scientific workflow
application that helps users share and reuse data, workflows, and
components developed by the scientific community to address
common needs. It really started as a grassroots effort just as the
compute grid started taking off, and over the past decade has
evolved as integrating software has become increasingly difficult.
It is named Kepler, after the Ptolemy software on which it is built.

Altintas: San Diego county has one of the most wired environments in the world with the HPWREN remote sensing network,
and we have frequent wildfires. The WIFIRE project combines the
data from those sensors along with other information such as satellite and weather data, and then applies large-scale computing
to signal processing, visualization, modeling, and data assimilation
to help monitor and predict wildfire behavior. Scientific workflows help simplify those steps so that we can quickly generate
the different kinds of models and image data needed by scientists,
policy managers, and firefighters, among others.

How do you make the scientific community aware
of Kepler?
Altintas: In the early days, we had to pitch the tools to communities, go to the researchers, and explain how it would fit in with
their work. These days we still recruit, but there is a new generation of scientists that find workflows critical to the success of
their work even though they might not be programmers or have
the money to hire one. When they become interested in using
workflows they find us.

What science domains use Kepler?
Altintas: Kepler has been adopted by researchers in all scientific
fields - geophysics, astrophysics, computational biology, ecology,
and more. As the need for workflows has increased, I’ve been
involved in projects ranging from bioinformatics and microbial
ecology, to ocean monitoring and wildfire management via sensor
networks. They all face similar challenges in software and data
integration. UC San Diego has a number of biomedical and cancer
projects such as the National Biomedical Computation Resource
that use Kepler. A new project, called WIFIRE, will apply workflows to wildfire data, which serves not just scientists, but people
in the San Diego community who might be affected by such fires.

What projects would you take on or hardware
would you buy if you had unlimited funding?
Altintas: It sounds funny to say, but I wouldn’t change a thing. I’d
try to do what we already do better, more efficiently. Lately I’ve
been interested in “reproducible science.” Scientific collaboration
just goes forward faster and it is important to capture scientific efforts in a more open way so that it can be reproduced in the future.

You serve on the editorial board of Future Generation Computer Systems. What are popular topics?
Altintas: The journal is focused on advanced cyberinfrastructure
for large-scale distributed systems, so some of the more popular
papers are about workflows, cloud computing, and solving optimization problems.

How did you wind up at SDSC?
Altintas: I had just finished my master’s thesis and was working at the Middle East Technical University in Turkey. I saw an
interesting job at SDSC working on scientific data management,
applied, and wound up moving to San Diego to work as a programmer in 2001. I’ve been at SDSC ever since, but a lot of good
things happened along the way.
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SDSC Industry Partners News
SDSC has a long history of conducting applied R&D and solving problems that are
relevant to both the scientific and commercial sectors. Our work with industry
has traditionally focused on high-performance computing but as the technology
landscape changed, so have we. In addition to HPC, SDSC now has collaborations
and programs focusing on “big data,” predictive analytics, data science workflows,
and cybersecurity. On this page, we intend to highlight examples and work in each
of these areas, beginning this month with our microgrid cybersecurity analysis
conducted with industry partner, Leidos. We hope you enjoy the newsletter and
encourage you to contact us about the programs we have for working with industrial partners.
Ron Hawkins
SDSC Director of Industry Relations

SDSC and Leidos to Develop Cybersecurity
Protocols for Electrical Microgrids
SDSC and Leidos (formerly Science Applications International Corporation) recently
announced plans to jointly develop protocols aimed at increasing security levels of
systems used to manage electrical microgrids worldwide.

Solar panels such as the ones perched atop
the Hopkins Parking Structure are part of the
UC San Diego microgrid, which generates 92
percent of the electricity used on campus.
Image: UC San Diego

Learn more at
www.sdsc.edu/research/IPP.html
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Project Manager/Distribution: Susan Rathbun
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Microgrids are small-scale versions of traditional larger power grids that draw
energy from clean sources such as the wind and sun, as well as from conventional
technology. Microgrids can more efficiently manage real-time supply and demand,
and storage of energy at a lower cost and with less pollution than a conventional
grid, and their use has grown significantly during the past decade.
The SDSC project will focus on analyzing the cybersecurity aspect of one of the
world’s most advanced microgrids, located on the UC San Diego campus. The
university saves more than $8 million a year in power costs due to its microgrid
operation. The campus’ microgrid project has also spurred investment: the nearly
$4 million that the California Energy Commission has invested in the microgrid
since 2008 has been leveraged to garner more than $4 million from other funding
sources, both public and private.
“Improving security for our sophisticated microgrid is extremely important to us,”
said Byron Washom, director of Strategic Energy Initiatives at UC San Diego. “This
project will allow us to establish effective baseline security controls that could be
applied to microgrids all over the world.”
“SDSC will contribute its security experience in dealing with complex supercomputer systems as well as securing sensitive data such as FISMA- and HIPAA-compliant
databases, to help raise awareness of security issues facing microgrids,” added Winston Armstrong, SDSC’s chief information security officer. “SDSC will also recommend improvements to harden microgrid control systems in general.”

